
Chatto Promise: An Apache Saga
Chatto Promise is an Apache Saga, a distributed transaction framework for
Apache Flink. It provides a simple and expressive API for building reliable
and scalable distributed applications.

A saga is a long-running transaction that consists of a series of steps. Each
step can be executed independently, but if any step fails, the entire saga
must be rolled back.

Chatto Promise makes it easy to build sagas by providing a set of
primitives that can be used to create and manage sagas. These primitives
include:
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SagaManager : The SagaManager is responsible for creating and
managing sagas.

SagaStep : A SagaStep is a single step in a saga.
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SagaContext : The SagaContext provides access to the current saga
and its state.

Chatto Promise offers a number of features that make it a valuable tool for
building distributed applications, including:

Simplicity: Chatto Promise provides a simple and expressive API for
building sagas. This makes it easy to get started with Chatto Promise
and to build complex sagas.

Reliability: Chatto Promise ensures that sagas are executed reliably.
If any step in a saga fails, the entire saga will be rolled back.

Scalability: Chatto Promise is designed to be scalable. It can be used
to build sagas that are executed across multiple machines.

Extensibility: Chatto Promise is extensible. It can be used to build
custom saga steps and to integrate with other systems.

To use Chatto Promise, you first need to create a SagaManager . The
SagaManager  is responsible for creating and managing sagas.

Once you have created a SagaManager , you can create a saga by calling
the createSaga()  method. The createSaga()  method takes a
SagaDefinition  as an argument. The SagaDefinition  defines the

steps in the saga and the compensation actions that should be executed if
any step fails.

Once you have created a saga, you can execute it by calling the
execute()  method. The execute()  method takes a SagaContext  as



an argument. The SagaContext  provides access to the current saga and
its state.

The SagaContext  can be used to execute the steps in the saga. Each
step in the saga is represented by a SagaStep . The SagaStep  provides
a method called execute()  that can be used to execute the step.

If any step in the saga fails, the SagaManager  will automatically roll back
the entire saga. The compensation actions that are defined in the
SagaDefinition  will be executed to undo the effects of the failed steps.

Chatto Promise is a powerful tool for building reliable and scalable
distributed applications. It provides a simple and expressive API for
creating and managing sagas. Chatto Promise is also extensible, so it can
be used to build custom saga steps and to integrate with other systems.

If you are looking for a way to build reliable and scalable distributed
applications, I encourage you to give Chatto Promise a try.
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Bill Gates has a vision for the future of the internet. In his book, The Road
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